The Simple Solution

Unlocking the potential of
Fast Track PlusTM
There’s no doubt of the value of Fast Track PlusTM data as supplemental
auto and homeowner rating information. Trouble is, if you’re forced to sort through the
data in its original form, it can be a drain on staff time and system resources. Fast Track
Plus TM is the simple, efficient answer.
Fast Track PlusTM allows you to monitor emerging claim experience and represents the
consolidated experience of a significant sample of the industry. Each quarter, you receive
customized data by state, region, or on a countrywide basis online in an Excel format. Fast
Track PlusTM provides automated calculations on a variety of loss trends. You also receive
the underlying data, with no calculations applied, in a separate data tab that allows you to
develop your own automated calculations.
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Indispensable Data
With Fast Track PlusTM you can stay on top of critical industry intelligence by receiving
homeowner and auto claim experience on a quarterly basis, plus one-, two-, three-, and
four-year trends.
And that’s just the beginning. You’ll receive information on:
•

Earned premium

•

Claim frequency

•

Earned exposure

•

Claim cost

•

Incurred loss

•

Pure premium

•

Paid loss

•

Loss ratio

•	Comparisons of individual
state experience to national
figures
•

And more!

Additionally, Fast Track PlusTM includes exponential and straight line of best fit
projections based on multiple time frames for claim cost, claim frequency, and pure
premium data as well as added access to aggregated input data for downloading into
internal spread sheets with goodness-of-fit metrics and the fitted lines of best fit.
Underscoring the value of Fast Track PlusTM is the quarterly analysis and in-depth
examination of emerging trends and the reasons driving them – all provided by Pinnacle
Actuarial Resources, Inc.

Your next simple step
To purchase Fast Track PlusTM, contact iss.support@apci.org. As soon as you complete
your purchase, you’ll receive your Fast Track PlusTM every quarter as the data becomes
available.

Fast Track PlusTM is produced by the Independent Statistical Service, a
national statistical agent serving over 450 companies reporting nearly
$200 billion in annual reported premium.
And enhanced by Pinnacle Actuarial Resources, Inc., an independent
actuarial and management consulting firm and a recognized leader in
automobile and homeowners pricing, underwriting, and marketing.
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